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Abstract
Understanding structural excursions of proteins under native conditions at residue level resolutions is crucial to map energy
landscapes and folding mechanisms of proteins. Moreover, the structural stabilities of proteins provide insights about the
forces governing conformations of the proteins. The hydrogen – deuterium (H/D) exchange methods are robust strategies for
probing structural interactions, stability, folding and dynamics of proteins at residue level resolution. In this article, principles
and applications of various experimental and computational tools that are being useful for analyzing H/D exchange of proteins
have been brought into fore in a concise and forthright manner. Moreover, scopes of the methods in the future scenario of
protein science have also been brought into fore.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen-deuterium (H/D) exchange is a process in which
solvent deuterium exchange with labile protons of proteins
dissolved in deuterium oxide (D2O) in an irreversible
manner. Mechanisms by which H/D exchange occurs in
proteins have been proposed nearly 60 years ago and the
theory could be well-validated using highly sophisticated
recent biophysical techniques [1-5]. The exchange
processes in proteins may happen either at pure EX1
(pseudo unimolecular reaction) or EX2 (bimolecular
reaction) or mixed EX1/EX2 conditions and the H/D
exchange methods are unique, exquisite and robust
strategies for probing structural interactions, stability,
dynamics and folding of proteins at residue level
resolutions [6,7].
Understanding the relationships among structures,
stabilities, dynamics and folding of proteins is crucial for
designing de novo peptides of therapeutic and industrial
purposes. In general, conformational stabilities of proteins
can be monitored under denaturing conditions (through
external chemical or physical forces) by using traditional
biophysical techniques such as fluorescence/ circular
dichroism / infrared spectroscopic techniques [8]. However,
since these methods are insensitive to detect cryptic
intermediates that are infinitesimally populating in the
equilibrium unfolding pathways of proteins, the free energy
of unfolding estimated by these methods are ambiguous in
most proteins studied to date [9]. Fortunately, unfolding
free energy exchange of proteins can be studied at residue
level under native conditions (in absence of denaturants) by
using NMR-assisted H/D exchange methods [10,11]. In
ambient conditions, native states of proteins are always in
equilibrium with the number of microstates defined by the
Boltzmann relationship and the exchange reactions of labile
protons of proteins are happening through the unfolded
states and hence the reactions are independent of
population of native states. Thus, unlike traditional
methods, signal of the microstates are not swamped by the
predominant native state in the H/D exchange methods and
in turn, free energy exchange of residues representing
global unfolding – folding reactions are considered as free

energy of the proteins. Moreover, residue-specific free
energy values estimated from the methods are useful to
delineate relative rigidities and flexibilities of various
structural segments of proteins.
2. NMR/MS – H/D EXCHANGE
H/D exchange methods in conjunction with Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and as well with Mass
spectrometric (MS) techniques are very useful to estimate
residue-specific refolding rate constants of proteins in the
time span of sub-seconds and also to characterize the
folding pathways (sequential vs. parallel) of proteins [1214]. Another potential advantage of the H/D exchange
methods is detection of short-lived partially unfolded states
known as cryptic intermediates (CIs) accumulating in the
unfolding kinetics of proteins under native conditions. The
methods are robust not only on identifying the CIs
structurally but also on mapping out the energetic
landscapes of proteins under their native conditions
[15,16]. To date, H/D exchange methods are only available
experimental tactics to study stability, folding and
dynamics of proteins under conditions favoring native
folded conformations. Streptomyces subtilisin inhibitor was
the first protein to be studied using NMR-H/D exchange
method under EX2 conditions [17]. Since then,
thermodynamics and kinetics of 83 proteins have been
studied using NMR-assisted H/D exchange methods to date
(1985-2016). Quite a large amount of H/D exchange data
on 83 proteins belonging to all types of classes brings an
excellent platform where one can use the wealthy data to
figure-out various types of structural and dynamic
information that were mostly eluded in the macroscopic
experiments [18].
Notwithstanding the advantages of the H/D NMR and H/D
MS methods in protein chemistry, these methods are
laborious, expensive, technically challenging, time
consuming and also require sound experimental knowledge
on the H/D exchange of proteins. Moreover, the methods
may not be suitable to the proteins which cannot withstand
their folded structures in the solution condition throughout
the course of experiments and also to the proteins which are
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highly prone to get into aggregation or degradation. In
these contexts, computational tools will be excellent
alternative to the H/D exchange methods provided the tools
are robust and reliable on probing stability and folding
pathways of proteins on the basis of their structural
architectures [18-21]. There are several computational tools
for predicting various parameters for the H/D exchange of
proteins and also for analyzing the exchange data derived
from NMR spectroscopy and MS spectrometry techniques.
3. COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS FOR ANALYZING H/D
EXCHANGE DATA
The basic principle of the H/D MS methods is measuring
overall degree of deuteration in proteins that are subjected
to the H/D labeling experiments. Deuterium labelling, mass
data acquisition and data processing are the three main
steps involved in the H/D exchange of proteins by mass
spectrometry experiments. Computational tools available in
the literature for processing and analyzing H/D exchange
data of proteins by mass spectrometry are as follows:
AutoHD, DEX, EXMS, HDX Analyzer, HDXfinder,
HDsite, HDX Workbench, HeXicon, HX-Express, Hydra,
TOF2H and MS Tools [22-33]. Though prime functions of
all these software packages are to determine deuterium
distributions in the digested peptide fragments, the tools are
differing from each other in the algorithm employed for
analyzing the mass spectrometric data. Apart from
estimating deuterium uptake level of polypeptide
fragments, some of these tools also provide graphical
outputs and statistical inferences on the exchange
processes.
A few software tools and algorithms have been developed
for analyzing the H/D exchange data of proteins obtained
from NMR experiments. They are SPHERE, CIntX, HProtection, CamP, COREX/BEST, META, OneG and
OneG-Vali [34-41]. Of these tools, SPHERE and CIntX are
very useful to calculate intrinsic exchange rates of labile
protons in proteins. While the former tool requires many
prerequisite inputs in addition to amino acid sequences of
proteins, the latter tool predicts residue-specific exchange
rates of backbone and as well side-chain labile protons of
unfolded proteins by only using three-dimensional
structures of the corresponding proteins as input data. The
program
is
publicly
available
at
http://sblab.sastra.edu/cintx.html Residue-specific free
energies of proteins can be predicted by means of CamP
and COREX/BEST computational tools. However,
prediction accuracy of the methods was shown to be around
50% only. H-protection server aims at predicting only
protection status of each residue in a protein from its
primary sequence. The webservers META, OneG and
OneG-Vali are very useful on analyzing unfolding kinetics
of proteins under native conditions. It is worthy of
mentioning that the OneG-Vali is a unique computational
tool (only available program to date) of this kind for
qualitatively and quantitatively predicting cryptic
intermediates (CIs) that may presumably accumulate in the
unfolding kinetics of proteins under native conditions. The
tool requires 4 prerequisite parameters (atomic coordinates,
ΔGHX, ΔGU, and Cm of proteins) and completes a successful

run within a few minutes. Structural coordinates of CIs,
population of each foldon and all calculated parameters are
directly downloadable in appropriate formats from the
webserver. The tool can also be used to validate CIs
characterized by experimental methods. The OneG-Vali
can be freely accessed and instantly used at
http://sblab.sastra.edu/oneg-vali.html
In addition to the tools mentioned above, several
computational strategies have also been reported in the
literature to calculate overall rate of folding/unfolding of
proteins [42-44]. In these contexts, developing a
computational tool for predicting residue-specific freeenergies and folding/unfolding rate constants at defined
conditions on the basis of three-dimensional structures of
proteins would also be a quite interesting and a highly
challenging task in near future in the area of protein folding
pathways by in silco. The success on the task, in turn, will
lead to computationally explore the energetic levels of
residues that are unfolding and refolding by various
mechanisms (global, sub-global and local structural
fluctuations) under native conditions of proteins. Thus,
there are great scopes to develop unprecedented
experimental strategies and as well computational tools for
addressing various structural excursions of protein
molecules under conditions favoring folded conformations.
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